
The Cloud:
Used for data backup

Data availability

Trusted servers

Data integrity

Fault tolerance

Edge registry

Access permission

management

The Edge:

Primary data storage

Edge-Edge transactions

Edge-Cloud transactions

Motivation

- Avoid cloud overhead in transaction processing

- Locality-aware transaction processing
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At UCSC EdgeLab, we study and 

build distributed data management 

systems. We are interested in 

systems that span large geographic 

areas and infrastructures, including 

cloud and edge environments.

Current projects:
* WedgeDB – Wide-area Edge Database

* LSM

* MinPaxos – Minority consensus

Byzantine faults . Data indexing .

Consensus algorithms . Data management

Coordinated Peer-2-Peer . Security .
Cloud application and infrastructure design

Fast distributed transaction processing

Distributed databases . IoT

Edge nodes

System model 2

Description

- Data is partitioned into clusters

- Partitions hold disjoint data

- Each cluster has a leader which coordinates transaction processing

- Transactions are batched and executed deterministically

- Every execution of a transaction batch builds a Merkle tree which is used as a 

proof for transaction execution.

- Efficient read-only transactions. Read-only transactions do not require 

consensus among nodes.

- Read-only transaction response includes verifiable proof of transaction other 

nodes involved in transaction

Description

- Data is held by users/edge nodes.

- Data encrypted by user's private key. Multiple public-private keys can be used 

for data encryption.

- Encrypted data is stored on cloud nodes. Cloud nodes do not have access to 
user data.

- Permissions are managed by cloud nodes. User B or C can request access to A's 

data via the cloud node by requesting for public keys to decrypt data.

- User A can agree to provide access to specific data by sharing the public key 

which can be used to decrypt A's data.

- Once permission is granted by A, encrypted data can be access from either the 

cloud node or directly from A. Access can be revoked by modifying public-private 

keys used to encrypt data and revoking permissions on the cloud nodes.

- This model allows cloud nodes to host application without accessing user's data 

without directly accessing user data.

- User has complete control of personal data.

A

B

C

Cloud nodes

Edge databases : WedgeDB

Motivation

- Build cloud applications which do not access or manage user data directly.

- Users need never share personal data with anyone unless explicitly trusted.

System model 1

Minority consensus algorithms
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Cooperative Log-Structured Merge Tree (CooLSM)

Compaction:
•maintenance operation
•negative impact on system resources
•degrades read performance

Dedicated Compaction Servers:
•eliminates CPU overhead from region servers
•faster compactions
•improves read performance

Read Server:
•improves read performance
•compacted data from compaction servers can be easily placed (in sequential batches)

CooLSM with Multiple Leaders

Motivation:
•Current LSM structure is monolithic which limits flexibility in terms of scalability.
•Only way to deal with increased load is to repartition data & distribute across
nodes.

To do so, we break LSM tree into components, and then find a way to elastically
scale these components.

Running more than one instance for each component can enable various
performance advantages:
1.Increasing number of Leaders enable to digest data faster because we are no
longer limited by performance of a single machine.
2.Increasing number of Compactors enable to offload compaction to more nodes
and thus reduce impact of compaction on other functions.
3.Increasing number of read servers enable to increase read availability.


